periment (single OED/PE strategy). However, due to the complexity of the 23 optimization problem or the stringent limitations on the system's dynam-24 ics, the experimental information can be limited and parameter estimation 25 convergence problems can arise. As an alternative, we propose to reduce 26 the optimization problem to a series of two-parameter estimation problems, 27 i.e., an optimal experiment is designed for a combination of two parame- 
58
In biology and biotechnology related research fields, most investigated 59 systems are dynamic, i.e., they change as a function of time and environ-60 mental conditions. These dynamic systems are described by kinetic models 
5
A c c e p t e d m a n u s c r i p t with n(t) [ln(CFU/ml)] the natural logarithm of the cell density at time t, 129 n(0) the initial and n max the maximum value for n(t), Q(t) that describes exponential growth followed by a stationary phase.
137
The temperature dependency of μ max is incorporated in Equation (1) 
with 
with ∂n(t)/∂p the sensitivity matrix, and Q the errors on the output measurements. Here, Q is taken equal to the inverse of the measurement error variance, i.e., 3.27 × 10 −2 . The sensitivity functions are calculated by integrating (if n(t) sufficiently smooth)
with ∂μ max /∂p equal to
For nonlinear models, these sensitivity functions are determined by the un- 
182
(ii ) In the sequential design strategy (SeOED/PE), the problem is reformu- approach is here referred to as the global design strategy (GlOED/PE).
201
In the single and global design procedure, the four CTMI parameters are 202 simultaneously estimated from all experimental data, i.e., in a single run. shown in Figure 1 .
212
(ii ) The corresponding growth curves are simulated using the simpli-213 fied growth model (i.e., without parameter Q(0)), combined with the CTMI 214 model (Equation (2) All optimal experiments are given in Table 1 .
294
Next, fictitious growth curves were generated using an arbitrarily chosen 295 set of true kinetic parameters (p * ) and models parameters were estimated 296 simultaneously (Table 3) .
297
For the SeOED/PE approach, the same nominal values were used to opti- repetitions, the order of parameter couples optimized was chosen different.
309
The different course of the dynamic temperature profiles can be explained by Table 2 ). Around the extrema of these functions, small variations
317
in parameter values strongly influence the CTMI model output, i.e., μ max ,
318
and thus n(t). Table 4 for the combination of four and two optimal 398 experiments.
399
CTMI parameters estimated from the three combinations of four opti- 
409
The remaining combination, however, generates very unrealistic CTMI pa- Table 4 . Estimates of T opt , T max and μ opt and associated standard rately.
427
The SiOED/PE experiment is similar to the optimal experiments (T max ,
428
μ opt ), (T max , T min ), (T max , T opt ) and (T opt , μ opt ) from the GlOED/PE design 429 (see Table 4 ) with the largest difference in the final temperature (T 2 ) and 
437
A large variation exists between the T min , T opt , T max and μ opt estimates
438
and most values differ significantly from the GlOED/PE values in Table 4 .
439
The large uncertainty on the estimates is reflected in the large estimation er- m a n u s c r i p t 
24
A c c e p t e d m a n u s c r i p t 
For combinations of 2 optimal experiments (OEs), the following combinations are considered:
SiOED/PE GlOED/PE (n t , n p ) (85,9) (99,9) (78,9)
25
A c c e p t e d m a n u s c r i p t Table 5 : CTMI parameter estimates and corresponding standard deviations derived from single GlOED/PE optimal experiments (see Table 1 ). The presented det(F)-values are calculated using a (4×4) Fisher information matrix (as defined in Equation 3) with values for T 1 , t s , ΔT/Δt and Δt copied from Table 4 .
